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IdealForm Plus+ is a special collection of baths

representing the highest-quality design and the

latest technology and engineering. Designed for living

and built to last, the range perfectly complements whatever bathroom style

you create. IdealForm Plus+… your personal bathing space.
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At Ideal Standard, we believe that creativity is the catalyst for

continous evolution in your bathroom. As Europe’s leading brand,

we aim to create living space that reflects your life and your priorities…

an environment that is blissfully easy to maintain and that expresses

our three guiding principles: design, functionality and
innovation. Ideal Standard is the realisation of personalised well-

being; a fusion of ideas and materials to create a place where body and

mind are immersed in renewed pleasure, day after day. Discover the new

ground-breaking solutions that capture your desires.
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Integrity built in

Four different layers combine to give IdealForm Plus+ a body of exceptional

strength and rigidity. The outer shell is of vacuum-formed, high-quality acrylic. 

Luxuriously glossy and smooth to the touch, this stain-resistant surface is also

wonderfully easy to clean and resistant to wear and tear. But the real strength of

the bath is in what lies beneath.

The second layer is a blend of glass-reinforced polymer and resin, specifically

designed and engineered to deliver exceptional rigidity. Next comes an impressive

18mm-thick encapsulated baseboard. Thanks to this solid core, your IdealForm

Plus+ bath will never suffer from creaking and movement. The foundation layer is a

special glass-reinforced polymer and resin mix. This not only creates an ultra-strong

bonded bath but also provides exceptional insulation, ensuring the water retains its

heat for a longer, more relaxing bath.

For total peace of mind, every bath comes with our 25-year guarantee.

IdealForm Plus+

Moulded from top-quality acrylic sheet that is warm to the touch, our IdealForm

baths are already designed and made to the highest standards. The added benefits

of our latest range, IdealForm Plus+, take bathing to a new level of luxury.

Deceptively strong, amazingly rigid

1 The waste is finished to 
a smooth, flat surface for 
easier installation.

2 For maximum stability, the leg
beams fix across the base and
into the frame.

3 An 18mm encapsulated
baseboard provides a supremely
sturdy core.

4 The encapsulated frame gives
extra strength and rigidity and is
predrilled for legs, wall brackets
and panel fittings.
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Functionality
It’s not enough for a bath to look good: it should offer the most
comfortable and restful experience of your day. Combining the
science of relaxation with progressive technology, IdealForm Plus+
baths are designed to give support where it’s needed while allowing
ample space to unwind.

Design
The right model of bath is an essential part of your bathroom.
Whatever your taste, whatever your environment, the IdealForm
Plus+ range offers a inspiring choice of styles and shapes to
complement your perfect bathroom.

Innovation
Engineered for long-term reliability and durability, IdealForm Plus+
combines top-quality materials and workmanship with the latest
technology to create the ultimate bathing experience.

IdealForm Plus+ Points+
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Lexington
Transform your bathroom into a haven of style that’s too good

to keep to yourself. Lexington (pictured opposite) is a blend of

intelligent design and stunning aesthetics. Specially created for

sharing, it has a gently curved backrest at each end – the

perfect invitation to lie back and enjoy bathtime for two.
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Lido 180
The elegant and capacious oval interior of

this 180 x 80cm bath (above) make a long

soak all the more relaxing.

Suitable for use with Ideal Standard Connect

bath screens.
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Breadth of choice
When it comes to choosing taps,
we leave your options open. All the baths
in the IdealForm Plus+ range are supplied
undrilled, so you are free to position your
favourite brassware – be it pillar taps,
a mixer or a wall-mounted fitting –
wherever you like.

design+
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Lido Arc
The soft, sensuous curve of Lido Arc’s deep bow front (opposite) 

provides generous space and exceptional comfort. Double-ended, 

this model is perfect for couples who love to unwind together.
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Washpoint
Simplicity perfected. A refined, minimalist

shape complete with a sloping backrest,

Washpoint (above) lends a comfortable yet

contemporary touch to your bathroom.

Suitable for use with a range of 

Ideal Standard bath screens.

Matching bath panels
IdealForm Plus+ baths are designed 
to be used with matching bath panels 
for easy installation.

Exceptional sturdiness
Whichever IdealForm Plus+ bath you
choose, its multi-layered structure 
and solid heart of 18mm encapsulated
baseboard mean you will never have 
to put up with movement and creaking.

functionality+
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Create Corner
Attractive and ergonomic, this corner bath fuses form and

function in its geometric lines and sinuous curves. With a water

capacity of up to 247 litres, it offers the ultimate in bathing, 

but can also be combined with a screen for a revitalising shower.

Suitable for use with Ideal Standard Create bath screen.

Space Bath (without screen)
Product shot

Space
Make the most of your Space: a generous

showering area and full-size bath combined

give you the best of both worlds, even in a

smaller room. The screen folds outwards as

well as inwards, which makes it easier to 

use the bath when the shower is not in use.

Space - Available in 150cm and 170cm, 

Left Hand and Right Hand.
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Easy Installation
We don’t leave anything to chance.
All IdealForm Plus+ baths are pre-drilled
for leg sets, bath panels and wall brackets
to make installation as mess-free and 
stress-free as possible.

functionality+
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Harrow
The simple lines of Harrow (opposite) are perfectly at home in

both contemporary and classic bathrooms. This versatile design is

available with or without bath grips and in two lengths – 170cm

or, for the compact bathroom, 150cm. The choice is yours.

Suitable for use with a range of Ideal Standard bath screens.

Lido Corner
A real focal point and a clever use of space, the Lido corner 

bath adds a look of luxury to any bathroom.
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Heat retention
The foundation layer of IdealForm Plus+
baths is made from a special glass-reinforced
polymer and resin mix which has exceptional
insulating properties. In other words,
your water stays warmer for longer.

innovation+
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Marina
Offering ample bathing space, the versatile Marina (opposite)

comes not only in our standard 170cm length but also in 

180cm for an extra-long soak.

Suitable for use with Ideal Standard Connect bath screens.

Admiral
Modern styling in old-fashioned sizes (above): the Admiral allows

you to fit a modern bath in the space of a traditional 5’6” bath.

Suitable for use with Ideal Standard Connect bath screens.
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For our younger and older customers
Admiral and Marina have chrome 
hand grips fitted as standard
for easy access.

functionality+
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Technical information
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Technical information
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Lexington 180 E480601 180 x 80cm Bath
E484701 Front Panel 180cm
E484801 End Panel 80cm

1700
1514

108 78

750610

69

455

70

580

Washpoint E478901 Washpoint 170 x 75cm Bath
E479701 Unilux Plus+ Front Panel 170cm
E483201 Unilux Plus+ End Panel 75cm

1695 50

666
795

40

400
550

Lido Arc Double Ended  E481401 170 x 80cm Bath
E484401 Lido Arc Front Panel 170cm
E484601 Lido Arc End Panel 70cm

1795

795

60

695

50

400

50

560 max
540 min

Lido 180  E480301 180 x 80cm Bath
E479801 Unilux Plus+ Front Panel 180cm
E483301 Unilux Plus+ End Panel 80cm

695 760
895

1695 - 1700 version
1495 - 1500 version

550

40

Space 170
E495701 170cm Shower Bath - Left Hand 
E495801 170cm Shower Bath - Right Hand
E730101 Space Front Panel 170cm - Left Hand 
E731101 Space Front Panel 170cm - Right Hand 
E483101 Unilux Plus+ End Panel 70cm
E6956AA Space Curved Bath Screen

Space 150
E493401 150cm Shower Bath - Left Hand 
E493501 150cm Shower Bath - Right Hand
E723101 Space Front Panel 150cm - Left Hand 
E724101 Space Front Panel 150cm - Right Hand 
E483101 Unilux Plus+ End Panel 70cm
E6956AA Space Curved Bath Screen

Create
E481501 Create 160 x 105cm Bath - Left Hand 
E481601 Create 160 x 105cm Bath - Right Hand
E318201 Create Corner Panel 160cm

1000
1050

403
560

40

40

397

55

510

Lido 140 E481901 140 x 140cm Corner Bath
E484201 Lido Corner Panel 140cm

1970

1400
1400

1470
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Technical information
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(+5-10)

110 80
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(±5)552

72

380
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Harrow 150  E478501 with bath grips 
E478401 without bath grips

E479601 Unilux Plus+ front panel 150cm 
E483101 Unilux Plus+ end panel 70cm

1695

110 80

695552

72

380

50

560 max
540 min

Harrow 170 E478801 with bath grips 
E478701 without bath grips

E479701 Unilux Plus+ front panel 170cm 
E483101 Unilux Plus+ end panel 70cm

1695

115 55

67

561 695
395

50

560 max
540 min

Marina 170 With Bath Grips E480801 170 x 70cm
E479801 Unilux Plus+ front panel 180cm 
E483101 Unilux Plus+ end panel 70cm

1795

115 55

695

67

561

395

50

560 max
540 min

Marina 180 With Bath Grips E480901 180 x 70cm
E479701 Unilux Plus+ Front Panel 170cm
E483101 Unilux Plus+ End Panel 70cm

1675

55

690545

73

50

560 max
540 min

390

Admiral With Hand Grips E478101 167 x 69cm
E483701 Admiral Front Panel 167cm
E483801 Admiral End Panel 69cm
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Guarantee

Our confidence in the quality and reliability of Ideal Standard products enables us to guarantee all IdealForm Plus+  baths for 25 years from date of purchase.
The guarantee does not cover general wear and tear. Our guarantee is offered on all products that have been used in the manner for which they were
intended, and does not apply to any products that have been misused or abused in any way. Products must be installed and cared for in line with our fixing
instructions and local water byelaws. The guarantee covers products in domestic use by the consumer and not commercial or business use.

In the unlikely event the product fails within the guarantee period, we offer a free replacement or replacement part (or nearest equivalent). Liability is limited
to individual products and does not cover consequential loss or damage on installations. When your bathroom has been satisfactorily installed and is working
well, please ensure you register your guarantee. The guarantee is transferable - it applies to the product not the purchaser provided guarantee registration
details are passed on to the new owner. You can register for guarantees on a bathroom bought on your behalf by a plumber or builder.

Applies to UK and Republic of Ireland only. This guarantee does not affect your statutory rights.

Ideal Standard pursues a policy of continuing improvement in design and performance of its products. The right is therefore reserved to vary specifications
without notice. Colour reproduction is as accurate as possible within the limitations of the printing process. Ideal Standard (UK) Ltd. P1178 02/08.

Décor and Accessories Used

Lido Arc
Paint: Dulux matt emulsion 30BG/31022
Tiles: Tiles 300x600Yura (back plinth) 1000x1000
oversized white tiles Foggy by Pilkington 

Lexington
Paint: Dulux matt emulsion 30GG 52/011
Tiles: Tiles 300x600Yura (back plinth) 1000x1000
oversized white tiles Foggy by Pilkington 

Lido 180
Paint: Dulux matt emulsion 30BG/31022
Tiles: 300x600 Yura (back plinth) 1000x1000
oversized white tiles Foggy by Pilkington

Washpoint
Paint: Dulux matt emulsion 30GG 52/011
Tiles: Tiles 300x600Yura (back plinth) 1000x1000
oversized white tiles Foggy by Pilkington 

Harrow
Paint: Dulux matt emulsion 50GY 32/046
Tiles: 400x400x12mm, white gloss porcelain
from Pilkingtons

Admiral
Paint: Dulux matt emulsion 50GY 32/046
Tiles: 400x400x12mm, white gloss porcelain
from Pilkingtons

Space
Paint: Dulux matt emulsion 3 10YY 35/094
Tiles: 400x400x12mm, white gloss porcelain
from Pilkingtons

Create
Paint: Dulux matt emulsion 2 50BG 64/028
Floor: Reclaimed wood

Marina
Paint: Dulux matt emulsion 30BG 23/124
Floor: Real Oak Floor – Floors to go

Lido Corner
Paint: Dulux matt emulsion 2 50BG 64/028
Floor: Reclaimed wood

Accessories: Habitat, L.S.A, Ikea, Dunnes, 
The Body Shop and Peter Maturi.

Toys: Ikea and Argos
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